# Seasons of ancient Egypt

## Scoring Rubric

### Levels of Performance

**The diagram and explanation...**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unsatisfactory (70% - D)</th>
<th>Basic (84% - C)</th>
<th>Proficient (92% - B)</th>
<th>Exemplary (100% - A)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| - Correctly label one of the three seasons with the ancient Egyptian name  
- All Egyptian seasons are misspelled or incorrect Egyptian name(s) is used | - Correctly label two of the three seasons with the ancient Egyptian name  
- Egyptian seasons may contain one or two spelling errors | - Correctly label all three seasons with the ancient Egyptian name  
- Egyptian seasons may contain one spelling error | - Correctly label all three seasons with the ancient Egyptian name  
- Egyptian seasons are spelled correctly |
| - Provides the correct levels of the Nile River; however, the levels are not associated with the correct season(s) | - Provides the correct level of the Nile River for one of the three seasons  
- Provides the correct level of the Nile River for two of the three seasons | - Provides the correct level of the Nile River for all three seasons | - Provides the correct level of the Nile River for all three seasons |
| - Provides a list of jobs associated with each season without any details or descriptions | - Provides a description of jobs that include one factor such as gender, age, or responsibilities  
- Provides a description of jobs that include most (but not all) factors such as gender, age, responsibilities | - Provides a description of jobs that include gender, age, and job responsibilities | - Provides descriptions of jobs that include gender, age, and job responsibilities |
| - Provides the names of plants and animals; however, the list is incomplete or mismatched with the seasons | - Correctly names the plants and animals for one of the three seasons  
- Correctly names the plants and animals for two of the three seasons | - Correctly names the plants and animals for all three seasons | - Correctly names the plants and animals for all three seasons |

_______ Not able to be scored - The response is completely incorrect or contains predominantly incorrect information (60% - F)

Score ___________ / 400 points = Grade ___________

Notes: